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Thinking About What I Think About: Some Reflections 
on Shut/-/Up(!) Fiction  
by Ed Desautels 
 

Stark Raving Intro 
 
When night fell with her propitious gloom, they rushed from the porphyry-crested craters 
and from the subaqueous currents, and left behind them the craggy chamber-pot where 
the constipated anus of the human cockatoo wriggles: left it so far behind that they could 
no longer distinguish the suspended silhouette of the filthy planet. 
     --Isadore Ducasse (The Compte de Lautréamont), Les Chants de Maldoror     
 
Think about what you think about. 
     --Allen Ginsburg 

 
I thought I told you to shut up!  
     --Reid Reid Flemming, World’s Tuffest Milkman       

 
Several years ago, some fictioneer colleagues and I considered the idea of founding a small press. 
When asked what, precisely, we intended to publish, I answered, “Maximalist-Expressionist 
fiction,” a term both satisfactorily accurate and sensibly vague. Almost simultaneously a 
colleague responded, “Shut up fiction.” Much more to the point, wouldn’t you say? Especially 
when written as Shut/-/Up(!) fiction, which allows both the definitive and imperative to shine 
simultaneously. Fiction shut up in file cabinets and desk drawers or on computer files because it 
aspires to something beyond the crass market concerns or dullard minimalist aesthetic driving our 
retarded publishing establishments. Fiction that, were it allowed to blossom in the full light of 
day, were it allowed an audience, would certainly shut the reader up, silence him, soothe the 
readerly consciousness and calm the ubiquitous self-chatter of which it is composed—to trumpet 
what is missing in nearly all contemporary fiction: imagination, style, music, voice.  
 
What follows is a rambling manifesto culled from a loose collection of observations and notes 
which attempts a more complete understanding of “Maximalist Expressionism” or “Shut/-/Up(!) 
Fiction.” 
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What the Heck Am I Doing?   
 

T.S. Eliot, Djuna Barnes, a Newspaper Writer, and a Government Official 
Walk Into a Bar… 
 
In his introduction to Djuna Barnes’ novel Nightwood, T.S. Eliot writes:   
 

I do not want to suggest that the distinction of the book is primarily verbal, and still less 
that the astonishing language covers a vacuity of content. Unless the term “novel” has 
become too debased to apply, and if it means a book in which living characters are 
created and shown in significant relationship, this book is a novel. And I do not mean that 
Miss Barnes’s style is “poetic prose.”  But I do mean that most contemporary novels are 
not really “written.”  They obtain what reality they have largely from an accurate 
rendering of noises that human beings currently make in their daily simple needs of 
communication; and what part of a novel is not composed of these noises consists of a 
prose which is no more alive than that of a competent newspaper writer or government 
official.  

 
Written in 1937, Eliot’s observations (now 70 years later!) still ring true. His assessment that 
contemporary novels are not “written” addresses the seeming neglectfulness/laziness with which 
they are (mass) produced for (mass) consumption. Gone is the labor over every sentence, every 
half-line, every word—the delight in composition through which a novel might resonate its own 
particular music.   
 
Rarely do I find on the bookstore shelf a contemporary novel in which the narrative 
consciousness and the consciousness of its individual characters are rendered through the subtle, 
skillful, cumulative modulation of the language surrounding them whenever they step onto the 
novel’s stage. Plot, action, resolution:  the marionette of each new novel is dangled before the 
eyes of a reading public ever-more-easily satisfied. “Oh, yes,” they say. “I recognize that thing—
it’s a novel. And because I recognize it, I like it.”  Page turners:  those things that submerge the 
lazy reader in the naive oblivion called suspension of disbelief. Intent on the raw action of the 
characters as they bump about the novel’s skimpy prose, it just may be, in this sophisticated era, 
that the rare opportunity to assume the pose of naiveté is what the reader seeks and enjoys. Or, 
perhaps, what the reader is really looking for is the prose equivalent of Huxley’s soma. Such stuff 
has always been around. Trouble is, now it’s being elevated to the status of literature.   
 
Eliot goes on to say that “A prose that is altogether alive demands something of the reader that 
the ordinary novel-reader is not prepared to give.”  I think he’s quite right, and it is perhaps 
because my aspirations as a reader drove me beyond the ordinary that my love affair with prose 
evolved into a compulsion to write. I suppose you end up writing the kind of novels you yourself 
would enjoy reading, and in my case I saw a field relatively wide open:  so few contemporary 
writers, at least American writers, were/are doing fiction that reflects a reverence for good prose; 
the care taken by the writer to bring as much of his skill to bear as possible to create a work that 
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not only carries out the business of the novel, but does so in a way that adds, by virtue of its style, 
something really new to the sum total of Man.   
 
Barnes from Nightwood:   
 

The woman who presents herself to the spectator as a “picture” forever arranged is, for 
the contemplative mind, the chiefest danger. Sometimes one meets a woman who is beast 
turning human.  

 
Not bad. And for the reader of the species of contemporary novel about which Eliot writes, 
certainly a veritable flight of lyricism. The work of those sentences is done; the thesis stated, and 
done so with a nifty image niftily contrasted with a sort of imagistic antithesis. I’ve never been 
the kind of reader, however, to be sated by such a meager helping of thought-made-prose and so, 
in the passage that follows the one cited above, I was figuratively tying the napkin around my 
neck—so appetizing was the banquet table of language Barnes laid before the reader as she 
expanded on the image of the “woman who is beast turning human”:    
 

Such a person’s every movement will reduce to an image of forgotten experience; a 
mirage of an eternal wedding cast on the racial memory; as insupportable a joy as would 
be the vision of an eland coming down an aisle of trees, chapleted with orange blossoms 
and bridal veil, a hoof raised in the economy of fear, stepping in the trepidation of flesh 
that will become myth; as the unicorn is neither man nor beast deprived, but human 
hunger pressing its breast to its prey.   

 
Amazing. And it is just this sense of amazement I, as did Eliot, find missing in much 
contemporary fiction. In Barnes we find the writer as ringmaster, announcing the magnificent 
circus of her prose in a language that astonishes the reader and says, “This is mine. And no one 
else could have handled it in exactly the same way.”   
 

Embracing the Pleasure Principle  
This amazement, this astonishment, is what impresses me as a reader and what drives my efforts 
as a writer. I find it hard to believe there are those who counsel aspiring writers to hold as suspect 
that which amazes or delights in its writing. And while, to be sure, a knee-jerk exultation in every 
word slapped on the page will most likely spell doom for any writer, should he not, at least, 
charged with the mission of forging into unknown territory, find delight in the discoveries he 
makes along the way? Who are these new Puritans who would deny such pleasure?  
 
There have been times when, having shared my work with someone, that person will read back to 
me a passage I’d written of which he or she was particularly fond and I, having forgotten the 
passage, am treated to a sort of “double-dip” of amazement. “I wrote that?”  I say, freshly struck 
by the mind’s ability to pick the locks of its most imposing doors of conception, and flush with 
satisfaction over how, in the execution of my prose, I handled my entree to the rooms those doors 
protect.   
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It wasn’t always this way for me and, despite the delight I took in the writing of the few writers I 
found whose prose could amaze,1 I would have to describe my earlier efforts as mechanical at 
best. I had, and continue to have, a fascination with structure, theory, form, etc. However, 
whereas now I find myself better able to flesh out structures with prose aspiring to my self-
imposed challenges, as well as with the blood and guts of phenomena, my earlier efforts fell far 
short. I seem to have been trying to hard to achieve the structural complexity of the writers I 
admired. Reading over “The Print Within,” the story that was the germ of my novel Flicker in the 
Porthole Glass, I’m struck by two things:  the complicated and not very well executed structure 
of the projectionist who casts himself into, and moves among, various “screens” (a structure ham-
fistedly thumping the inelegant bongo of its self-reflexivity), and the spare, flimsy quality of the 
prose. Here’s a taste:   
 

Sister Virginia steps around to the desk and chooses the largest book. Her bony fingers, 
nails chewed down to the moons, play over its leather binding. She squats down and her 
face fills the boy’s vision. “Read it,” she says. “From A to Z.”  Hot spit flies from the 
nun’s mouth with the letter Z. The boy’s right hand jerks up to wipe it from his face and 
lips and out of his eyes. He can’t tell spit from tears. Sister slaps the boy’s hand away 
from his face. “Never mind that. Just read the book.”  The boy feels her heavy breasts 
pressing against his lap and begins to squirm in his seat. The sound of the organ grows so 
loud the boy can feel it in his chest. He senses something strange taking place, an uneasy 
feeling of nausea that shakes him from the inside out.    

 
So much of the prose in this story lapses into this kind of lazy, pallid style:  the amateurish string 
of simple declaratives. Reading the passage above today, I find it clunky, brittle, monotonous; a 
tedious etude composed with only one note of the scale.   
 
In my novel, I’ve managed to resurrect Sister Virginia in a dream passage that gives her, it seems 
to me, her due:   
 

Sister Virginia hunches over my shoulder in this memory.  In this dream she whispers, 
“Read.”  Large tomes bound with leather are arranged on the desk in front of me, their 
spines crafted to turn on rusty hinges. Covered in dust, the books give off a musty odor, 
like stale mushrooms and sour beer.... From outside the darkened room a low continuous 
chord rises off the bass pedals of an electronic organ trembling with synthetic vibrato. 
For a moment, Sister Virginia sings a quiet, incomprehensible, monotonous prayer in 
harmony with the chord, her face so close to mine I can smell the bitter dolor on her 
breath. It’s like a peanut butter-and-banana sandwich, furry with the psychedelia of exotic 
molds....Her lips curl back baring stained, yellow teeth on which an artisan has carved a 
relief, dental scrimshaw:  eight of the fourteen Stations of the Cross. Through the gaps in 
her teeth filters the somber glow of a Good Friday Mass, and I can only imagine the 
parishioners in that fetid cathedral.    

 

                                                 
1 Alain Robbe-Grillet, Peter Handke, William Burroughs, and Paul West, to name a few. 
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And it goes on. It’s clear to me, seeing these two samples juxtaposed, that I allowed my writing to 
take on a richness I’d previously denied it. In the later version of the passage I’ve cited, I think 
I’ve made a much better effort at drawing the reader into that fusty concrete room. One way in 
which I believe I achieve this is by bringing much more phenomena to bear on the passage, 
phenomena rendered with a much higher degree of specificity. For instance, whereas in the earlier 
version I present a book bound in leather, in the revised version the books’ spines are “crafted” to 
“turn on rusted hinges.” I’ve elevated the books from the realm of the general to that of the 
specific. They even have a smell, and not just a musty smell, but a musty odor “like stale 
mushrooms and beer.” There I’m telling the reader: “O.K., there you have it. Give it a try.  This is 
the smell I want you to experience.” Certainly the reader is more likely to bring some experience 
to bear on the notion of stale mushrooms and beer than on merely a vague “musty.” Perhaps 
she’ll go to the recycling bin and start sniffing at the spent beer bottles therein. Not a bad thing.   
 

Voice Lessons 
The revision of that Sister Virginia passage also has another dimension of richness:  voice. In his 
afterword to Paul West’s novel Tenement of Clay, critic Bill Marx quotes West on the nature of 
his narratives (what Marx refers to, somewhat irritatingly, as West’s “streams of dreams”). These 
narratives, West said, “...which appear to be the voices of those characters, are their covert, 
clandestine, underground, interior voices, not the voices they use to talk to other people with.”  
It’s a notion that impressed me greatly and which, I believe, ties in with Eliot’s comment about 
prose “that is altogether alive.” These interior voices allow the writer to take many liberties. Her 
narrators and characters can become engaging phrase-makers, indulge in idiosyncratic distortions, 
wander into tangents that, on the surface, appear to have nothing to do with the “work” of the 
book, but by which, nonetheless, they reveal themselves. Expressionistic, I suppose, the use and 
juxtaposition of these verbal renderings of consciousness results, I would argue, in a prose that is 
indeed “altogether alive,” and in characters much more immediate than those rendered in the 
prose of the “competent newspaper writer or government official.”   
 
The old cliché about fiction is that you have to lie to tell the truth. I’ll buy it, but I’ll add that to 
achieve characters who will strike the reader as “real” and “alive” you have to distort reality by 
accessing that interior voice about which West speaks. To do so is to invest your characters with 
the stuff of personality, all that mental bric-a-brac that make us the complex animals we are. The 
reader, it seems to me, takes in all this stuff and becomes interested in the mind that can conceive 
of a “peanut butter-and-banana sandwich, furry with the psychedelia of exotic molds,” of the 
“bitter dolor” on a nun’s breath. For me, there is a clear and direct link between this “move to the 
interior” on the part of a writer and the successful rendering of his characters.   
 

Knowing My Place 
Naturally, however, were the writer to restrict her narrative to these interior monologues, the 
mental riffing of her characters’ (or narrator’s) special variety of jazz, her work would run the 
risk of sealing itself in a kind of verbal vacuum very few writers have been able to get away with. 
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Beckett, to my mind, is the only writer who can do this sort of thing and, after Beckett, the point 
of engaging in such a project seems questionable at best. So much, it seems to me, of achieving 
the “altogether alive” prose about which Eliot speaks hinges on contrast, and one of the best ways 
I’ve found to effect this contrast is through setting:  those “places” against which the narrator and 
characters deploy their underground voices or to which these underground voices drive them.   
 
A large part of the “work” my novel sets out to accomplish is to foreground the way in which 
self-knowledge is not an exact match for the narrative-of-self we carry around with us in our 
minds, a narrative subject to constant revision and emendation, prey to delusion and self-
deception, incomplete and non-linear because of the apparent fickleness of memory, unstable 
because of the problematized nature of language (with which we construct this narrative-of-self). 
Still, we find a way to get from one day to the next, generally comfortable with the narrative 
we’ve constructed that begins with something like “I was born in  so and so” and ends with the 
present moment. Not ourselves, we accept it as our selves; we believe in the imitation of that 
thing that never was. It takes on the quality of simulacrum in much the same way that the clichés 
of Hollywood become a kind of shorthand for elements of contemporary culture by which we 
position ourselves. Or the way our mythologized sense of history is accepted as, and substituted 
for, fact: George Washington cutting down the cherry tree; Lincoln as the Great Emancipator.    
 
These were the considerations I had in mind when I set Flicker in the Porthole Glass in 
Philadelphia, a city in which artifacts of American history confront one at nearly every turn and 
which often fly in the face of our mythologized “knowledge” of history. One wonders if it’s some 
postmodern prank that a visitor to Philadelphia can visit the site of Ben Franklin’s house and stare 
wonderingly down into his cesspit preserved there (this while, in the absence of the actual 
structure, a ghostly frame of white I-beams rises above ground in outline of the long-razed 
Franklin homestead). It’s against this setting that my protagonist, Jack Ruineux (a projectionist 
awash in Hollywood-style nostalgia and subject to “project” his own conceptions), attempts to 
“piece together a history I might call my own” (his own narrative-of-self). Though ostensibly set 
in the mid-1980s, the novel is full of anachronisms intended to reveal Hollywood’s (and “olde” 
Philadelphia’s) affect on the projectionist’s mind, an affect manifest in a kind of creeping silver-
screen nostalgia for things as they never were but which, to reiterate, are accepted by many folks 
as “the way we were.”  This nostalgia, too, doubles as a theoretical nostalgia; the nostalgia of a 
philosophy that seeks to recuperate some lost “golden age” in which things like language and self 
were not in the least problematic. It’s the illusion of a golden age to which, I would argue, it is 
impossible to return.   
 
All of which is to say that my choice of setting was a considered one, a choice made with regard 
to the ways in which I could use setting to support the work of my novel. Indeed, the grimy, 
grubby, frequently anachronistic Philadelphia of Flicker—a Philadelphia of the mind, if you 
will—becomes something of a character in its own right. Early on in the novel, my two central 
characters find themselves on Independence Mall:   
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One by one, sprinkler heads pop up out of the grass and begin to cast a heavy mist over 
Independence Mall. Beads of moisture glitter on the lawn and in the fly-away strands of 
Jasmine’s hair. “It’s beautiful,” she whispers. The intense ball of light reflecting off the 
dome of the Liberty Bell has become suspended in the artificial mist, a shimmering, 
golden corona that seems to hover above the gloomy night-lawn of history. And just at 
that moment, the faux Liberty Bell in the clock tower of Independence Hall begins its 
hollow, atonal chiming. As if making tintinnabulation a reply, the recorded bells in City 
Hall Tower, ten blocks to the west, also begin to chime. Bells and recorded bells sound 
off the walls of the deserted office buildings and echo through the empty streets and I can 
almost see Edgar Alan Poe stumbling drunk toward his apartment off Spring Garden 
Street singing “I’m a Cranky Old Yank in a Clank Old Tank in the Streets of Yokohama 
with my Fujiyama Mama etc., etc.”--the longest song title in the history of Tin Pan Alley. 
His singing would make counterpoint to the bells, the bonging of which would blend and 
float off over the Delaware where they would fade into the collective breath of 
Philadelphia before ever crossing over the Ben Franklin Bridge into Camden.  

 
One of many such passages, it helps to establish a sense of place almost entirely lacking in my 
earlier efforts. In my story “The Print Within,” for instance, perhaps the only passages in which 
any clear sense of place is established are those depicting the projection booth. Yet, even these 
seem slapdash and lazy compared with the setting as rendered in my novel.    

 
The yellow paint is faded, in some spots flaking away. There are large sections where the 
old plaster walls are exposed. Chalky dust rubs off on Ruineux’s clothing when he 
brushes against them .... Plaster powder is bad news for projectors and can render a 
motion picture print unwatchable ....  

 
Though I’ve named streets and referred to an elevated railway, I mention no city name in the 
story. I was thinking of Philadelphia, but a reader might as easily assume Chicago. Or Tierra del 
Feugo. By ignoring setting in the story, I was limiting the palate from which I had to draw, and so 
deprived myself of a significant means of developing and contextualizing my characters. If I’ve 
picked up on anything over the years, it’s that a writer has to use every trick in his bag, use them 
skillfully, mix them up. Setting is just too invaluable a trick to ignore. I think of Thomas Mann’s 
Venice: entirely convincing, essential to the development of the characters in Death in Venice, 
yet rendered by a Mann who never set foot in that city.   
 

What’s Happening? 
As to what transpires in my “Philadelphia of the mind,” I’ve been asked point blank:  Does 
anything happen in this novel?  My answer:  The novel happens in this novel. In his book of 
essays,  For a New Novel, Alain Robbe-Grillet writes:  
 

It is not enough that it [the plot] be entertaining, or extraordinary, or enthralling; to have 
its measure of human truth, it must also succeed in convincing the reader that the 
adventures he is hearing about have really happened to real characters, and that the 
novelist is confining himself to reporting, to transmitting events of which he has been the 
witness .... To tell a story well is therefore to make what one writes resemble the 
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prefabricated schemas people are used to, in other words, their ready-made idea of 
reality.  

 
I wholeheartedly agree with M. Robbe-Grillet. He goes on to say that “What constitutes the 
novelist’s strength is precisely that he invents, that he invents quite freely, without a model. The 
remarkable thing about modern fiction is that it asserts this characteristic quite deliberately, to 
such a degree that invention and imagination become, at the limit, the very subject of the book” 
[emphasis mine]. Echoing Robbe-Grillet, Paul West frequently cites the futility of positing a 
fictional work on some sort of exterior model of the world. As he sees it (correctly, in my 
opinion), the micro can never model the macro because the macro contains all micros and  is 
constantly changed by the very addition of a new miros created to model it! 
 
Using the wisdom of Robbe-Grillet as a theoretical launching pad, I would assert that the linear, 
plot-oriented, so-called mimetic novel comes least close to capturing the sense and wonder of 
what it means to be human. It ruthlessly systematizes, totalizes, and commodifies human behavior 
into a “product” for consumers—both the public at large (already “sold” a bill of goods, the 
ready-made reality fed them by privileged members of society—a ready-made idea of reality set 
up for the purpose of maintaining their status as privileged) and the scholars (perhaps a bit more 
astute than the public at large, they trade on the totalizablity of the plot-driven novel, and it’s 
really quite common to hear phrases like “the Melville industry”). Industry indeed. That sort of 
argument aside, however, I would agree with the move made by Robbe-Grillet in which he links 
the form of a novel with its content. The form is the content, he has argued. Again, I would tend 
to agree. In the case of Flicker, I’ve worked hard to sculpt a form that demonstrates the 
overarching principle behind the book, namely that of simulacrum. What plot there is is 
constantly being jeopardized by doubt and speculation on the part of the novel’s two narrative 
entities. What follows is a brief synopsis of the movement of the book:   
 

Jack Ruineux, projectionist at a run-down movie theater in Philadelphia, struggles to 
reconcile Hollywood imagery with his dreary quotidian existence. Alienated from family, 
haunted by dark memories of his youth, Ruineux casts himself into an inner world where 
history, myth, memory, and nostalgia blend in whims of self-reinvention. These he 
obsessively documents, typing them up at his desk in the projection booth. Nostalgic for a 
life as yet unlived, Ruineux fixes on the idea of himself as an addled old man playing out 
his final days in the dilapidated Hotel Vendig. Jasmine, his lover, tries to cure Ruineux of 
the condition she calls “Complex 35,” a reference to the Simplex 35 projectors he 
operates. It’s a condition, she fears, that will speed him on his way to a future of isolation 
and loneliness. Frustrated, unable to draw Ruineux out, she attempts an empathic 
understanding, relating their story in a narrative that is at once of Ruineux and outside 
Ruineux. By "filling in the gaps," she hopes discover the means to make whole a Ruineux 
with whom she can enjoy a profound connection.   

 
A reader approaching the book from a traditional critical perspective will probably speculate 
about “whose” book the novel really is. Is it Ruineux’s, the Jasmine narrative that constitutes the 
novel’s second half being only a “projection” on his part? Or has it been Jasmine all along, 
mythologizing the man she seems desperate, but ultimately unable, to understand? And it 
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wouldn’t really bother me that a reader would concern herself with such a question. I’ve included 
a large helping of the kinds of things admirers of the more traditional, plot-oriented novel crave:  
a love story, a little sex, a travelogue of sorts, humor, violence, childhood memories, psychology. 
I’m not without sympathy for those who just plain enjoy a “good read.” My trick, however, is to 
“suck the reader in” to the many passages of the book that seem to link it to an ostensible reality 
outside the book, and then, from time to time, slowly pull the carpet of his comfort from under 
him, periodically interrupting the suspension of disbelief. As an example of the kind of 
concessions the novel makes to the plot-oriented reader, I offer the following passage:   
 

At 40th Street Station, a severely dressed black woman is pacing back and forth, Bible 
raised in an evangelistic right hand, screaming, “Born in sin we must be born again.” On 
the Bible, clearly visible, are embossed the obligatory cross and the words Holy Bible. 
She must be from The Radio Church of God, he thinks, remembering his initial flush of 
amused disbelief when first confronted by the neon cross and hand-painted sign 
announcing its Chestnut Street headquarters. She’s witnessing: is that the world they use 
for it?  Coming through the turnstile is a sprightly giant with a coat rack slung over his 
shoulder. He shoots the Radio Church of Godder a disarming smirk that sets her spinning 
an about-face on the square heels of her blocky shoes. Nun’s shoes, thinks Ruineux. Coat 
rack is so tall, he not only has to remove the burden from his shoulder, but duck in order 
to board the train. On the train, in the seat behind Ruineux, one of the djellabahs that got 
on with him at 46th Street asks the other if they’re really letting him carry that thing on. 
A shrug, Ruineux assumes, makes the other’s response silent. A young girl, a toddler, 
drops her teething ring on the floor of the car and an older girl immediately picks it up 
and shoves it back in her mouth, quickly stifling shrieks that were about to fly from a 
grimace. Ruineux sighs. Human and other baggage safely on the train, the conductor 
blows his whistle and the car doors zip closed. As the cars pull away, he notices no 
stragglers on the platform giving half-hearted chase.   

 
In the passage I present the reader with a fairly straightforward rendering of a subway scene. The 
subterranean tableau is bubbling with a number of colorful characters who Ruineux watches and 
about whom he thinks as they board the train. Once everybody’s on board, the train pulls out of 
the station and the reader, hopefully having been at least slightly amused by it all, is looking 
forward to the next stop. This whole subway business constitutes a large portion of the second 
half of the novel and I took pains to render it in a way that reflects a reality outside that of the 
book. Having hooked the reader with such passages, I pull the rug from under him (which he’ll 
realize if he’s paying a little bit of attention) by subtly casting the entire, long, subway episode as 
merely a prolonged speculation on the part of Jasmine (who is imagining Ruineux’s ride on the 
train as he makes his way to her apartment). Further, this imagining is problematized by 
Jasmine’s suspect nature as a character: introduced by Ruineux in the first half of the novel, the 
reader has to “take it on faith” from Ruineux Jasmine actually “exists.”   
 
If I really wanted to be old fashioned about it, I’d sum up the overall composition of the novel in 
the following terms:  the form of the book is contrived so as to call all of its characters into 
question. Indeed, it all but flat out states to the reader, “These characters are not ‘real’.”  The 
content of the novel, however, is contrived to suck the reader into its “events,” to engender a 
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sympathetic reaction in the reader for the book’s characters, and to move the reader in spite of the 
reader’s overt recognition of the characters as merely/extravagantly the products of artifice. So, 
when I say, in answer to question “What happens in the book?” that the book itself happens, what 
I mean is that the book comes alive in terms of its own reality as opposed to relying on some, as 
Robbe-Grillet puts it, ready-made idea of reality (external to the book). Somewhat suspicious of 
the elements of plot, and their ability to produce in the reader the suspension of disbelief, I 
nonetheless deploy them in the service of the kind of work I want my fiction to perform.  
 

Character Assassination  
I suppose it all comes down to having a sense of your characters, even characters such as mine 
which are constantly being called into question, and giving some consideration to the question of 
how they would render their verbal assessment of the world they perceive and in which they 
operate. For Jack Ruineux, projectionist in more ways than one, I wanted to achieve a tone of 
sardonic bewilderment both with the world around him and with his inability to reconcile himself 
with a passable self-narrative. This sardonic bewilderment he manifests in fairly straightforward 
renderings of what he imagines/projects/sees on the screen of the Olympia Theater, and flights of 
hyperbolic description and modification of what passes for the ostensible real world around him; 
hyper-modifications by virtue of which he seeks to project himself into some passerby in the 
street, perhaps, or some impossible situation. These “projections,” though wildly imaginative, 
nevertheless are meant to convey his attitude, his fascination/revulsion with the city around him, 
and his place in that city. Here’s a passage taken from a section of the novel in which Jasmine is 
leading him around Philadelphia, using him as a subject for a series of photographs she’s making:    
 

Stifled, I am, Jasmine’s contented taciturnity having stuffed an unbaked Idaho potato 
down my throat; or, rather, having plugged the conduit linking lips, tongue, and brain. I 
can almost taste the oily soup of language backing up into my mind’s porcelain basin, 
and so start rooting around for the equivalent of an empty coffee can with which to bail 
the fetid backwash. But where, once full, dump the can?  Were I another me, I’d stop 
right here in the middle of Locust Street, stand on one leg, cock my head to the side, and 
hop up and down shaking the words right out my earhole. They’d form a chunky puddle 
on the asphalt that would congeal into an alphabet pancake capable of replenishing the 
nibble and pecks taken off it by the rats and pigeons. Nourished on this semiotic cake, 
gifted, they’d no doubt commence to drive the citizenry nuts, out Doolittle Doolittle, 
accost unsuspecting passersby to burn their ears with a slippery loquaciousness further 
tainted by their status as vermin:  rats and skyrats crying on the shoulders of weary 
Philadelphians, souring their compassion with boorish monologues encrusted with an 
insidious, some might say beguiling, self-pity.   

 
Jasmine, on the other hand, is a much more down-to-earth individual. Smart, resilient, a strong 
woman who nevertheless wants desperately to in some way touch Ruineux, make real contact 
with him, help him through the rough period he’s going through—hers needed to be a tone that 
could take loving jabs at her man and convey the sense of sadness, exasperation, and compassion 
she feels for him. Perhaps an apt example, what follows comes from a passage near the end of the 
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novel in which Jasmine engages in a little “projecting” of her own:  she envisions herself and 
Ruineux, much further along in there years, living out a pastoral life on the island of Nantucket:   
 

Your smoke signal is almost as good to see as the touch of your fingers is good; the 
closing around my own on those evenings you reach across the kitchen table, bleary-eyed 
and nostalgic over all the old songs misting from the dear tinny speaker in that boxy 
Philco you dragged home from the flea market (tubes, yet). Didn’t you tell me it was a 
miracle the thing still worked and that you’d only bought it as a conversation piece (as if 
we get any visitors these days--who needs them?). You really are a soppy one, but what 
would I do without that hushed squeeze and the moist, silent eyes that mock the very idea 
of the words, the “I love you,” words that would add absolutely nothing. Sometimes I 
almost think you’ve learned the secret lies in what not to say, when not to say it. The 
carpet of so many words has been ripped out from under us. Maybe the carpet never was. 
No matter: we’ve learned to weave a Persian silence, the pattern of which is Reg. Us. Pat. 
Off.   

 
To return to an earlier observation, the writer has a rich palate of tricks, techniques, strategies to 
bring to bear on his work. At these I strive to become adept. I’ve come to believe good writing 
can only result from the best use of all these elements, contrasting and contextualizing them, 
playing them off each other. To do otherwise, it seems to me, is to slip into lazy habits that will 
lead to nothing but the most lackluster, faceless, assembly-line fiction.   
   

Unsavory Influences and Cautionary Disappointments, or How I 
Became a Shut/-/Up(!) Fictioneer 
 

Sneaking in Through the Back Door 
Earlier, I wrote of my predilection for fiction wrought with a prose that  has the power to amaze 
and astonish and, to be sure, once having discovered such fiction (after a youth steeped in the 
usual pedestrian fare:  Hemingway, Steinbeck, Fitzgerald, etc.), I proceeded to gorge myself on it. 
My amazement, however, was at first tinged with a profound bewilderment because, in spite of 
the fascination these works held for me, I was so conditioned to expect a “story” by my earlier 
reading. I didn’t quite know how to approach fiction that either told a story in a way unlike 
anything I’d previously encountered or ignored the notion of “story” altogether. I suppose I was 
still trying to tie these works to the ready-made idea of reality Robbe-Grillet speaks of in For a 
New Novel. So, when I began to read Kafka, Burroughs, Robbe-Grillet, Beckett, West, I did so 
not so much as an aspiring writer (though the “writing bug” had already, by then, infected me) 
but as a literary scholar. Setting writerly concerns aside, my procedure quite often was to read, 
say, Le Voyeur by Robbe-Grillet and then rush off to the library to locate and devour as many 
secondary texts on the novel I could find. While this practice bore for me the fruit of an aesthetic 
and theoretical foundation on which to base my own experimental efforts, it also had the effect of 
shifting my focus from the writing onto the theory informing the writing. Over time, I’ve striven 
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to restore a sense of balance between writerly and theoretical concerns. It’s the kind of balance, it 
seems to me, the great innovators I’ve read have always been able to manage.   
 

It’s Phenomenal  
It was Kafka who first turned my head and demonstrated for me that fiction could do its work in 
ways other than those that relied on some underpinning external to the novel. Powerfully 
compelling, chillingly matter-of-fact in its rendering of Kafka’s oblong reality, careful to temper 
the hopelessness and frustration of Joseph K.’s predicament with restorative turns to the darkly 
humorous, The Trial was, for me, a revelation. It became for me a book to which I return every 
year or two and from which I’ve gleaned some valuable lessons, the most important of which, 
perhaps, is the intriguing effect produced by the accretion of detail and phenomena, things the 
reader will buy as representative of the world the reader knows, but which are then subtly bent 
through the prism of Kafka’s narrative. I think of Joseph K.’s quest to find the magistrate to settle 
the bewildering and arcane matter that led to his “arrest.”  Finding the address he’d been provided 
has led him into a shabby tenement in a suspect  part of the city, K. is directed by a resident of the 
tenement up a staircase to a room where:   
 

K. felt as though he were entering a meeting-hall. A crowd of the most variegated 
people—nobody troubled about the newcomer--filled a medium-sized two-windowed 
room, which just below the roof was surrounded by a gallery, also quite packed, where 
the people were able to stand only in a bent posture with their heads and backs knocking 
against the ceiling.   

 
By eschewing metaphor, Kafka paradoxically imbues his work with the quality of hyper-
metaphor. The people described in the gallery in the above passage, their bent posture, their backs 
knocking against the ceiling, all presented in the most matter-of-fact manner, operate as a 
metaphor for the human condition as Western civilization moved into an era in which the low 
ceiling of bureaucracy began to press ever more heavily on the backs of the citizenry. I would 
also argue that the image operates in the realm of metafiction, reminding the reader of the nature 
of Kafka’s stylistic posture: straightforward, precise, laden with satisfying detail and convincing 
psychology, derived to a great degree from recognizable elements of la vie quotidienne, yet 
curiously bent in the way these conventional elements are arranged by Kafka.   
 
Unlike my early writing, my work today appropriates this technique of Kafka’s, draws on as 
much stuff of day-to-day experience as can be brought to bear even as it distorts it in carrying out 
the work of my fiction. I think the technique is one that makes my work more palatable to the 
reader. Rather than beat the reader over the head with the truncheon of experiment or theory, I’ve 
come to entice the reader into the reality I seek to create in my fiction by serving up some large 
and appetizing doses of the familiar, or at least the recognizable. Only after I get the reader to dip 
his toe in the shallow end of my fiction can I hope to convince her that yes, the water’s fine. And 
yes, there’s a lifeguard on duty. Comfortable and reassured, the reader might just get a kick out of 
splashing around in the deep-end. Next time she might even try out the diving board.   
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A Little Subtlety Wouldn’t Hurt 
Which I suppose is what John Barth encourages the reader to do in his collection Lost in the 
Funhouse. Bathing in the waters of his night sea journey was, for me, a refreshing experience. 
And also instructive: the book provided a concrete demonstration of that thing I’d heard tell of 
but about which was never quite sure: metafiction. Looking back on my experience with 
Funhouse causes me to chuckle a bit at myself. Much like the medical student who, in learning 
the many and varied symptoms of all kinds of diseases comes to believe every little stitch or tick 
she feels is a manifestation of some dreaded sickness I, after reading Funhouse, began to see 
metafictional aspects in almost everything I read. Returning to the book a few years later, after 
my metafictional frenzy had subsided, I found the book hamfistedly clunky. I suppose I’d read 
much more subtle examples of the genre in those intervening years, and so many of the passages 
in Funhouse, on my later read, seemed to gesture a grinning Barth looming over the reader’s 
shoulder saying, “Get it?”  Take, for instance, the following passage from Barth’s “Life Story”:  
 

Without discarding what he’d already written he began his story afresh in a somewhat 
different manner. Whereas his earlier version had opened in a straight-forward 
documentary fashion and then degenerated or at least modulated intentionally into 
irrealism and dissonance he decided this time to tell his tale from start to finish in a 
conservative, “realistic,” unself-conscious way.  

 
Now, while I agree with Barth’s premise that the “unself-conscious” approach to writing fiction 
seems a bit suspicious, phony, naive in the face (one would hope) of an increasing sophistication 
on the part of readers (though I fear the general readership is now regressing) with regard to the 
elements of plot, theme, character, conflict, rising action, climax, denouement, resolution, etc., I 
would also (cautiously) assert that there’s been a further sophistication on the part of readers with 
regard to the tricks of metafiction (I’ve seen the technique in Fox Network sit-coms). Passages 
such as the one above just won’t cut it anymore and, it seems to me, would come off as corny at 
best. From Barth’s example (anti-example?) I’ve learned to be circumspect with regard to the 
handling of the metafictional aspect of my work. Such an aspect seems much more effective, 
much less intrusive, when manifest, for instance, through structure or alluded to obliquely. Again, 
I think my present writing achieves this effect by “sucking the reader in” with the stuff of more 
traditional narrative forms only to, every now and then, serve up a subtle reminder that, “uh oh, 
you’ve bought into suspension of disbelief again. Naughty reader!  If you’re looking for me to 
reassure you about your ready-made notions of reality you’ve come to the wrong place.”  I think 
I’ve become much better at this, much more subtle. Here’s a sample, from years ago, of the kind 
of hamfisted, Barthian, approach to metafiction I indulged in “The Print Within”:   
 

“Look at that!” says Ramekin. “We’re watchin’ them watchin’ us and we’re watchin’ us 
too.”  His eyes stray off the screen to Ruineux, then follow the wires leading from 
Ruineux’s bandaged skull to all the equipment. Then they return, full circle, to the screen 
on the wall of the cell where Ruineux’s picture show continues.  

 
These days, I try to I handle this kind of “prompt” for the reader in an allusive way, a gesture that 
uses the phenomena at hand in a given passage to the work. I consider it to be a much more 
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organic approach, one that stays out of the reader’s way and respects her intelligence. What 
follows is an example from Flicker:   
 

The ribbon of film peels off the payout reel and snakes its way through the guts of the 
Simplex 35 to spool around the hub of the take-up reel below. Perfection. Yet, from a bit 
of dust scorched off the Xenon Bulb, my nostrils begin to tingle and I wonder if it’s not 
the odor of an infinite regression in which, by virtue of the bulb’s white heat, subsequent 
generations of the delicate smoke themselves burn, each less dense than the one 
preceding it. My ignorance of science sometimes mugs my mind in the blind alleys down 
which it leads. So, deliriously stupefied, I brace myself against the wall and look hard 
through the porthole at the figures on the screen.   

 

Shut Your Traps! 
Earlier, I talked about the importance of tone in creating characters and narration that lends to the 
prose that quality of being “altogether alive” Eliot discusses in his introduction to Barnes’ 
Nightwood. I think the matter of tone is of great importance, particularly in the creation of a first-
person narrator. As the passage above suggests, mine is a first-person narrator, one of the two 
I’ve chosen to take the reader through my novel. This in mind, I recall a word of advice from Paul 
West:  “If using first-person narrator, remember  he traps you unless you invest him with some 
degree of self-consciousness . . . .”  This advice I took quickly to heart, and in reading West’s 
Tenement of Clay I discovered two brilliant examples of this self-consciousness on the part of the 
first-person narrator in the characters Pee Wee Lazarus and Papa Nick. Both exhibit an 
understanding and lack of understanding about themselves and the world around them that 
imbues them with the complexity prerequisite in order for the reader to buy into the premise of a 
first-person narrator in the first place. Here’s Pee Wee (a midget wrestler) in the opening passage 
of Tenement of Clay:   
 

Pardon me for interrupting whatever it is that you might better be doing just now. Having 
got this far, I hope to grow on you. The first fact, which you must not overestimate, is 
that I am three feet five inches high. Such a height has advantages and, because I talk 
with no kind of accent but recognizably an English sort of language, lets me pass among 
men like a radio tube walking on its needle plugs.  

 
The self-awareness of the midget wrestler! Amazing. I could hope to do no better than that, but I 
think some of what’s demonstrated in the example above has worn off on my writing. I think it 
can be seen in Ruineux’s comment that “My ignorance of science sometimes mugs my mind in 
the blind alleys down which it leads.”  Jasmine Belladonna, the second narrative entity in Flicker 
(she assumes the narrative reins in the novel’s second half) is also not without her measure of 
self-consciousness:   
 

But I play along and show him no mercy, even when all I want to do is gather that eight- 
or nine-year old Ruineux up in my arms and convince him. You’re getting nostalgic for 
the good old days, I say, underlining my sarcasm. He takes it in stride and, aside from the 
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occasional fall into a hidden mineshaft, brims with piss and vinegar (a favorite expression 
of my old man).   

 
Perhaps one less successful deployment of the first-person narrator I’ve come across is that 
exemplified in the “Rogue’s Gallery” chapter of Mary McCarthy’s The Company She Keeps. The 
reader is provided with an asterisk after the chapter title guiding her to the note at the bottom of 
the page explaining that the chapter is “An extract from memoirs begun by the heroine.” That’s 
all well and good and, to be sure, McCarthey does invest her first-person narrator with a degree of 
self-consciousness. But the tone of that self-consciousness, given this is supposed to be a memoir, 
comes off as nearly flat, to my mind, in comparison with the third-person omniscient narration of 
the balance of the novel. Here’s a bit from the “memoir” chapter:   
 

Mr. Sheer was extremely resourceful in financial matters. It was he taught me how to get 
a free lemonade on a stifling day. You go into the Automat ... and you pick up the slices 
of lemon ...  

 
It goes on in that tone. There’s really no comment about the woman she was at the time, for 
instance, compared with the woman she’s become; no self-doubts, or self-assertion; no 
editorializing; no phrase-making. Later, however, in the third-person narrative, the reader is 
presented with, paradoxically, a somewhat more self-conscious voice:   
 

There was some comfort in this vagueness, but recollection quickly stabbed her again. 
There were (oh, holy Virgin) four-letter worlds that she had been forced to repeat, and, at 
the climax, a rain of blows on her buttocks that must sure (dear God!) have left bruises.  

 
Though I generally thought the work well done, and enjoyed the satirical character it acquires by 
some process of tonal accretion, I think the examples above show one of its flaws, and that is a 
certain weakness in McCarthy’s handling of the book’s various levels of narration, her movement 
between them. Her move from third-person to memoir and back could have been more 
powerfully effected had she truly invested the narrator of “Rogue’s Gallery” (who is, after all, the 
novel’s protagonist) with the kind of rigorous self-consciousness West describes. As is, the 
narrator comes off as not very different from the third-person narration and serves to flatten the 
prose out at that juncture of the novel.   
 
I think this awareness of the considerations to be taken into account in deciding upon which 
narrative perspective to adopt for a given work has helped my writing considerably. Whereas 
once my decisions on the matter were rather capricious, I find nowadays I do give considerable 
thought to how one narrative strategy will influence the development of a particular piece as 
opposed to another. As West says, certain strategies can trap you, but an understanding of their 
advantages and limitations has helped me to deploy them in such a way as to invest my prose 
with greater depth and vivacity.  Vivacious:  filled with animation and spirit:  LIVELY.   
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Always With a Bit of Laughter 
If there’s one thing I’ve taken from works of the authors I admire it’s the role humor and high-
spiritedness can play in making fiction come alive. It seems to me fiction should bring to bear the 
full spectrum of human experience, but that it too often neglects fun and games, play, the belly 
laugh. Such things, it seems to me, engage the reader and are necessary to balance out and 
contrast against both the novel’s more serious moments and the degree of seriousness with which 
both writer and audience approach the work. I don’t know, maybe such a way of looking at things 
results from the species of postmodernism to which I subscribe, one that would hold as suspect 
any work that doesn’t mitigate against its own self-importance or seriousness. No matter how 
well intentioned, the Albert Camuses of the world are really only inches away from the Adolf 
Hitlers. (Perhaps not the most politically correct observation to make, but nonetheless one in 
which I happen to believe.)  Shakespeare, after all, broke the tension with a little silliness and 
slapstick now and then. Some writers just can’t (or won’t) do it  (Anaïs Nin comes to mind), and 
their prose, it seems to me, seems flawed by self-importance.   
 
Having said this, two satirists come to mind:  William Burroughs and Evelyn Waugh. Take the 
following passage from Burroughs’ novel The Place of Dead Roads in which one of the major 
themes involves a quest for immortality (talk about your themes of self importance!). Here he 
talks about the limits of mummification as a means for achieving immortality:   
 

“Might as well face facts ... my mummy is going downhill. Cheap job to begin with ... 
gawd, maggots is crawling all over it ... the way that demon guard sniffed at me this 
morning ....”  Transient hotels ...   
    And here you are in your luxury condo, deep in the Western Lands ... you got no 
security. Some disgruntled former employee sneaks into your tomb and throws acid on 
your mummy. Or sloshes gasoline all over it and burns the shit out of it. “OH ... someone 
is fucking with my mummy ....”    

 
To my mind an absolutely hysterical passage, it seems to me a case could be made that what 
writers, after all, are doing is mummifying their consciousness in prose. But, no matter how good, 
no matter how much the writer believes in it, there’s always going to be someone, at some time, 
ready to “fuck with your mummy.” Or at least re-inscribe it in ways you never would have 
dreamed of. Seems to me a good sense of humor can help a writer come to terms with this fact 
and the same time ally himself with his reader:  “We’re all in this together. I’d like to be the one 
to show you the way, but I’m not sure of it myself. And even if I was some careerist would come 
along and burn the map.” Even Beckett was not without a sense of humor in his work, and he’s 
depicted an image that seems applicable to those writers who are:  a palace guard, wanting to 
adjust the tassel atop his busby, finds he can’t reach up that high. So, he gets himself a step-
ladder, climbs up on it, and tries again.   
 
I would imagine every writer is taken with the urge to comment on the social ills she sees about 
her, and Evelyn Waugh certainly had an enormous target in taking on the English school system 
in Decline and Fall. In this work, however, Waugh skillfully and wisely avoids the trap of falling 
into some strident diatribe. His novel painlessly foregrounds the brutality and emptiness of the 
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English “public” school system with prose that jabs the reader’s face into a sustained and 
bemused smirk from which every other page or so bursts a guffaw. Using the “high tone” of Brit 
aristocracy, Waugh explodes it in a way at once uproarious and politically charged. Never, 
however, does it lapse into the irritating realm of the holier-than-thou.   
 
Along with humor should come as sense of play. And what better way to play than with words. 
Naturally, Joyce springs readily to mind. Take any random sample from Ulysses:   
 

I t had better be stated here and now at the outset that the perverted transcendentalism to 
which Mr. S. Dedalus’ (Div. Scep.) contentions would appear to prove him pretty badly 
addicted runs directly counter to accepted scientific methods.  

 
Joyce knew well all manner of prose and speech rhythms and deploys them in the dense play of 
his novel. Truly a novel of the word, it works for me to restore a delight in language even as it 
deploys its various abuses, debasements and exhaustions.  
  
A contemporary writer excellent at this sort of recuperative play is Mark Leyner. Leyner can 
begin a sentence in a massage parlor in Hoboken and end it on the rings of Saturn and, in so 
doing, delight a reader grateful for having had the trip of that sentence, a sentence that focuses the 
reader’s attention back to the building blocks of language:  words. Hopefully, the reader will 
leave the book with a heightened awareness of language and its potential. This from the chapter 
“Colonoscope Night” in his novel My Cousin, My Gastroenterologist:   
 

bathed in the cobalt radioluminescence of 10,000 ufo surveillance beams, aloisio de 
oliveira, rio de janeiro’s most celebrated gastroenterologist/playboy languorously nuzzles 
the damp spicy baudelairean armpits of his 14-year-old lover arleen portada lead singer 
for brazil’s most notoriously nihilistic samba band the nice maclords splayed hairlessly at 
the foot of a graffiti-splattered sliding pond her bra is made out of french-fried potatoes 
with lacquered daubs of sweet brazilian ketchup at each nipple it sells for well over 
10,000 brazilian yen at rio’s most fashionable boutiques   

 
A kind of recombinant dna of prose, Leyner’s style wrenches together the rhythms of advertising, 
science, the corporate world, teen slang, war room jargon, you-name-it—all those ways in which, 
as Barth observed, language becomes exhausted by society—and (re)presents it in an outlandish, 
hysterical, and fresh, format. Is it a “true” novel, I doubt it. But Leyner’s example has encouraged 
me to “pump up” the language in passages of my work, stretch it, play with it, see what it can do. 
There’s work to be done in this sort of play, and the work is that of doing what you can to keep 
the language fresh. I’ll leave off with a passage from my novel Flicker in the Porthole Glass in 
which I engage in this sort of play, a passage that certainly would not have informed my work, 
would not have saved it from its tone of self-importance, had I not read the work of folks like 
Joyce and Leyner:   
 

Frank Lloyd Wright most certainly did not erect a prairie home in suburban Philadelphia. 
That’s what the wife told me. She said it and I believed her. Frank Lloyd Wright, I said, 
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took American and made it into a house. She looked me squarely in the eye and told me 
that she’d had just about enough of my Madison Avenue heteroglossia and that if I 
couldn’t extract the vitamins D, B12, and A—not to mention the zinc, beta carotene, and 
YooHoo chocolate soda—out of my increasingly homogenized, soulless life I could just 
pack it in and lay my head on the hardest pillow in the darkest corner on a bed crawling 
with bedbugs and flied lice in that hospice for the terminally market-defined in East 
Parma, Ohio. Get thee there, she said by way of emphasis ... I held up my putter and, 
using the plumb-bob method, gauged the break of my wife. She breaks a bit to the left, I 
thought. I fell in love with her priestly smirk and suddenly the room was filled with our 
laughter. You are my rotten emu egg, she cooed. I’ll drag your intestines through the rose 
bushes, I gushed.  

 
Over and out from Ed Desautels compound.   


